
New Address: Rt. 7, Frederick, lad. 21701 
10 /11/07 

Dear ..r. Arnoni, 

Year piece, "Gorr'Jon end Were en: Anything in Common", is bezed on faetual 

'error, :nulty receosiree, is constructed se 3 piece of propazazia, end libels the you 

are careful not to name, of whom i presulae that this time I on not one. 

1 haven't tiele for a lanzthy, oreanized response, clad I thinIt the time evuld 

be 7: ort?d if I bed it. I recognize Sylvie's inspiration, and much as I respect her end 

her work, A fear this time she hes E;otten herself amotionelly involved. There lei nothirg 

wrone. ,eitb emetion, nor is her oe this seeject. Zylvic, lik-a you, 0 ESILIICS ehnt in 

neither true nor probably true, seizes on a fee-  isolated thine:e; she takes out of ccntext 

(es you do) end weaves hsr unhapfinese from it. i regret ehe feels as she does. These s 

is not doubt in my mind of her complete sincereity and ittegrity. I cenrot say that 

about 'his article. 

I amke a few comeentz-: only. 

Ger icon's "conclusions derived from no triticiel 7•:'nerel view of the 

IT.-. po. er structure...." .'else. 

"...no so&iol philosopher, no social critic..."I think it is fair to take 

there Tonle literelly end declared them i'1se also. 

I leelore your obvious literary devices end straw men. They ere inappropriate 

in your publication. They ere not henee-t. They build up, unfairly, to:"Eays of veiting 

for the Big Disclosure grew into weeks and then months". This is plain crop. The place 

for reveletien is in court.Geie ison never made any public announcement of Me care. He 

tried end for me nths succeeded in keeping it secret. 

"The reliability of new witnesees S76 B by no means better that that c4 the 

first ones." I em wale/ere of any he nroducee in unY proceedin- that he did not ie the 

firet. The absence of nemes in your story is eepeo-priate:tee re are none. 
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Did you expect Bishop Pi lls to be workino for the CIA? Cr angels talking of 

murder,  

"...distressingly frequeut aceusetions of cttempts to influence or outright 

coerce Witnesses..." Save for the blasted and false accusations of Ayneseorth, of Whom 

you should know enough to credit nothing he wits on this subject, and those even more 

fterepatable by NBC, whet cane you possibly have in mind irtth this fiction,  In the case 

of eeaeboeef, 	hcs veluntorily aanit:,ei tc a reporter friend of mine that no effort 

wee made to corrupt him, that all that wee asked of him was the whole truth. Note that 

nothing has been said of thin unfortunste young on by Garrison (only !:BC, es±with 

Sandra !!offet, mad these hints). It is Ian' unquestioned that the tape cited by NEC 

was edited. 1 zee ofrared the jchn The Baptist '4ncler s story May 26, a month 

after 1 had fielebse my own honk on this subject (nor, being printed ty nirallex) by 

to eoed Lew Qrleens reporters. I did not lice it fcr the some reason they weuld not: 

Ganoler would not swear to it. He would not le-attire the grand jury, ebult not imfore a 

judge, end :,es convicted of zontempt. he rotund to enser the simple euestionedid you 

tell the truth on NBC. After getting the conviction, Garrison's office moved for the 

setting aside of the yentence. I also know something of iv BC and its function in this 

matter. They tried to plant 'bed iefoematica and of the vilest sort) in the Garrison 

investigation, through me. Fortunately, with permission, 1 have a tape of some of it. 

I offered it to NBC, without response. 

I em no defender of police methods. Thirty years ago t  investigated snd 

exposed them. Gerrdeon, to my observation, has not exploited them. I knew the police- 

men eeeinst whom the charge is mode. Ea is no fool. Were he to have engeged in any such 

scheme, it is much more likely he would have had other end:, like getting infOrmetion 

for a search warrant. I do not believe be did anything wrong or unusual and have seen 

no evidence that he has. Ee has a vulnerability that 'in being exploited by the other side:, 

The L;ancler story did not surface soonteneously. it was offered those reporters ty defense 

counsel, whG at the s5me time eeknowledged psymss by the CIA end said it would be deried 

if the reportera printed it. As you should know, the CIA involvement is no longer secret. 

I developed at witness of ri own, a man who had been cut off every time he 

to eelonteer before the Oomeiscion. He has been intimidated, by the other side. 
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Whet be wanes to tell Wesley Liebeler and what Liebeler did not went to hear is thet 

an FBI agent regularly attested meetings of ore of the ri get-wine Cuban groups, oe rh ich 

he eve then a member. Osreld also hen connections with trees people. "e ehored to
 tell 

me when he would call be ck, so I could prepare to tape record him. On his way to the 

phone at the ppointed time he vae leedpiped..ee phonee4 me from the hospital. This is not 

the only at- empted intimidetior oe him, but it should hp eeenee. The second wss after
 

ho Prrr-d to testify before the grand jury, on my introduction oe him to o mantic r of 

"errison's staff, en c vqetent DA. 

..ht is doing tho coercine& 7hi eh el tnes:es are beine ccerceee Perhsps eeu'd 

lier to hoer these tepee end those I P 1 so supplies: eerrison, used in the Andre:vs triel, 

it: which Andrews told e r-porter friend of mine that ho eould perjure himeelf beceuse 

he vented to live. Oerriece ie dome the istinidatime: 

Your peregreph about "flattery" and the "beskine in the power" of a l the 

critics except Sylvia is really disgraceful. It should reraYre only rereading to make 

ym ashamed of such slanders. The same is true of shot fol. ows, that nonsense of 

psycholceicel benefaations, ete tever you meen by the t. 

Wil1imm Gurvich, s eve by self-aepointment, was never "chief investigator". 

When. I was first epproached, Icanuary 1, 1 loss told Louis -Lyons was thief investigator 

end how to get in touch with him. His predidessor was Pershing Gerveis. These men ere  

not exactly the usual pattern of police investigators r eside from Gurvich, of whom I cannef 

speck). The first thing they eeked of me was that I eddrese the history course teey were 

taking nights at toyole. 

Spe .king of Gurvich, does it not strike you as unusual that he twnns his 

coat only after conferences with h Senator Hobert eennedy,  picture of eennedy aseeciating 

with peephole efeseionalst this clone is a tipofe that Gurvich W8 El 	n nt. end where 

are your polemics about his intervention into ra lege]. proceeding He publicly acknowledged• 

he was in open end delibsrete contempt of court in coementine on the case, particularly 

esThhe did.Irc you think this sort of thing does not influence jurors- Or then eny 

pot-ntisl juror was not reached by his prejddicial statements' Seeiety also has r
iehts, 

includine the right to a fear and unprejudiced trial before a jury of that cheract r. 
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only your limited circulation anc eoliticel angle puts you out of this 

class, for such writing denies en unbieeed jury, just es much as in the Shepard case. 

The difference le between the riehte of cne ens the rights of ell. 

Attributing "proorestinetion" to Garrison is a plain lie. lou certainly 

cannot be even roadinr the Nee urleene papers. He bee from the very first pressed for a 

speedy trial. It is 10t1, the other side thet ie ceueing all ihe delays, eith the cheipest 

lee al aevices. just 1 et month the judge (eni,  remember Gerrisonte feuds with the judges 

went to the "upreme Court) secorieted the doferse for its deleyinj tactics. New they 

eeeko delay of se edaitionel 9.1X monehs. And you charge Gareison with procrestinEtion.1  

it may ee noreel end proper fo,. .he i.eeense to use each tactics, bet hce do teery compere 

with the uve you neke of ten. 

"Gereiecn's trust ec.oune; le exhausted". Lerore eriel, when he has setie-

fl a m :rend jury and a penal of judges That he has probable eeuse4 Your exhaust 

easily, end premeturely. 

"It is teme for 'eir. Gerelsoe t.i prove himself...." To you, with your 

obeious prOdudices, or to a judge end jury. ill, rests to get there but is denied that 

by the other aide and is further impeded by such erticles as yours, rh icb is poisonous. 

It is the eheepest kit, of journalism to co iAto eha digression that critics 

by "coincidence" have been sought out by those soaking to plant information in en effort 

to make it see-ma that this iH Whet is involve in the Garrison case. I wrote a 180,000 

wore book on tae subject, coepleted in early April end with en ereendix of more than 300 

pegs of documents, once secret, before 1  hod net or even spoken to Garrison. Your own 

ignorance is understandable and needs no justification. lou are more than busy with 

your regular eorke Put hoe dare you %rite so eltheut the moot exhaustive kind of eereonel 

investigetion. Hew dare you equete your own solid ignorance with knowledge, feet+ 

I write you because 1  presumet this Wee your purpose in sendine me a copy of 

this irEue, with this story marked. I here not eene into the feet of the case -for 

exemple, tee utleuestioned fectethet David Ferrie ens known to the FBI to have threatened 

tc ebcct the Provident - for 1  haven't the time and have nut much of it in a book that 

slrest any day now should he evellable to you (mho wile you accuse me of steeline this 
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book froml) any day now (PeraLlexis told me today they have the first bound copy). 
• 

I have been silent since your first slanders because I intend you no harm or bed 
But I was 

luck,./di.npoointld bat you were not honset Oneuel to onologize am], frankly, sur- 

prized teat you hove since had your oars boycott. I think your readers, with your 

representations, ere entitled to those disclosures I have made. Vince also made the 

sere false ac; unctions et tlrr same tine. The differnce between you is this: he at 

leant !weir? e r:exture and sp--:locize.!, 431;ho'lt inspiration. kakon I lecide.; to go sh.,_•ed 

with a privets printing of r:y first book, I knew it coull be bankrupting. Sines then 

hove been suers thet each new book preermted ns .sitn 	potential disaster. It 

has not 5.:43n encoureging 	finO that those who profess similsr beliefs have -axpressod 

them with suprressi6n. 

You will evc-ntux0.1,-y learn tb.,- L fro'. -hz, t tte. 	 t 

1.-.se there is F.,  prima facie code, thst C•oweid hod c”)r...:E2tions 	the 	tro 

Cubans (who I have from th-r first believe6 framed him), that there was an intercepted 

plan to assassinate 1.;he Pr•-ailent in :41. Vint -2rrther in :.-X.J11 	detint; to early Clc.tober 

1963 (for whet 1  believe good reasons I left this out of my filet: Crlesna book but told 

e major periodical about the existence of a  te-a recortling of the threat and tbey now 

have it), and many otbor things. You wi13 learn of the involvements of the FRI agents 

in OW Orleans (how odd finding you their yrotector) and probably of CIA agents. 

It is unfortunate thot, for whatever purpose, you fa:111,1 it necessary to ally 

yourself with those who I think are not 1-.orrally ;,'cur allies, ircludin,7 	, erking 

with, if not for, the. CIA. It is also unfortinete that no matter how weakly, you else 

struck a blow sEsinst r. frec an fair triel, soTetting we so much need on. this subject. 

Sincerely yours, 

Borold 7.eisberg 



Garrison and Warren: 
Anything in Common? 

When, in February of this year. New 
Orleans District Attorney Jim Garrison as-
sured the public that he bad "solved" the 
enigma of the Kennedy assassination and 
gave us his word of honor that he would 
soon make arrests and obtain convictions, 
he certainly sounded like a sincere man who 
knew what he was talking about. Not only 
his personal style was reassuring but also 
his speaking. not as a private matt or ama-
teur researcher, but as a law officer. Here 
seemed to be a man who had no ideological 
incentive to reject the Warren Commission's 
findings and whose conclusions derived from 
no critical general view of the U.S. power 
structure; here was a cop who, having come 
across criminal evidence, was determined to 
proceed professionally. Mr. Garrison was no 
social philosopher, no social critic, and no 
political dissenter. He was a district attorney 
and acted as such. And as such, he seemed 
to be adding a new dimension to the dis-
sent horn the Warren findings: positive 
evidential material was soon CO supercede 
negative analytical conjecture. 

Promises on record, the district attorney 
made his first move by arresting Clay Shaw 
on a charge of conspiracy to assassinate the 
late President, In going about justifying this 
charge, Mr. Garrison appeared to be pro-
ceeding with all too understandable caution. 
Certainly, he would not let haste ruin his 
case. Certainly, he would not let premature 
legal steps offer an opportunity for the 
enemies of truth to Week its exposure. These 
imputations appeared to justify a patiently 
tolerant attitude toward Mr. Garrison. When 
he produced witnesses of as questionable 
a  character and caliber as Perry Russo and 
Vernon Bundy, one "knew" by instinct that 
this was not all the district attorney had up 
his sleeve and that he was merely exposing 
the non-essential, perhaps even expendable, 
part of his evidence. The real, overwhelming 
truth was yet to come: Garrison, while in 
court presenting the fringes, must be mas-
terminding such an expose as would pre-
dude failure by intrigue, suppression, or 
violence, The Big Case was in Garrison's 
hands and before long would be fully known. 

Then factors began to emerge that did not 
quite square with this view of the Garrison 
investigation and the presumptions that 
formed a part of it. Days of waiting for the 
Big Disclosure grew into weeks and then 
months. The convergence of disquieting 
symptoms sharpened an observer's critical 
faculty in reviewing Garrison's performance 
and in registering its new phases. The re-
liability of new witnesses was by no means 
better than that of the first ones; characters 
were paraded each of whom was in one 
way or another vulnerable to manipulation 
or blackmail. Their thin web first assumed 
to be a mere fringe of the body of Garri- 

son's evidence was now emerging as its hears. 
There were signs of growing desperation on 
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 his part, such as distressingly frequent accu-
sations of attempts to influence or outright 
coerce witnesses. The district attorney's 
"scientific" methods, such as administration 
of sodium pentothal, use of hypnosis and 
Lie detectors on witnesses, hardly bespoke a 
man aware of the differences between 
scientifically determined evidence and black 
magic. 

Cop or Researcher? 
At the same time. Mr. Garrison was ever 

more heavily relying on independent, private 
researchers of the published evidence. These 
people fall basically into two categories: 
students of the released Hearings and Exhi-
bits of the Warren Commission and other 

• related evidence, and political hypothesizers. 
Garrison wanted them all in his corner and 
carefully cultivated their friendship and 
support. He has been doing this with such 
determined solicitude as to suggest depend. 
care on their work. Indeed, he seems to 
have become one of them. 

Evidential analysis and informed specula-
tion are, of course, perfectly legitimate, nay, 
indispensable, preoccupations in criminal 
cases, especially when involving the most 
powerful country's most powerful man. 
Those who have undertaken these ostracism-
inviting tasks will eventually be thanked by 
historians. But Mr. Garrison's own emergence 
in this capacity is disillusioning. For he 
was not to be a social critic, or even an 
analyst of the 26 Warren Commission 
volumes; he had promised us not specula-
tion, however intelligent and plausible, but 
an official investigator's solution of a mystery, 
prosecution of the guilty, and vindication of 
evidence in due process of law. 

The more Garrison was courting the in-
dependent researchers, displaying equal at-
tention for serious and frivolous people, the 
more did they reciprocate. Often mocked 
and ostracized, many of these individuals 
derived desperately needed reassurance from 
persona/ closeness to a man in office and 
power. Flattered, some did not remember to 
demand from Garrison and his evidence such 
rigorous standards of objectivity as they 
criticized the Warren Commission for not 
having. They were basking in the power at-
tractions of the only law enforcement officer 
in the country who would show them re-
spect, and that was enough for some, at least, 
to be less procedurally meticulous and ethic-
ally demanding than they had been when 
facing adversaries. 

Forgetting that at times opposition to op,  
position may be justified, or at least coinci-
dental with justified rejection, these people 
interpreted each sign of official displeasure 
with Garrison as an indication of his being 
on the right track. Why would anyone be 
against him, unless he posed the danger of 
exposure? By this logic. it could perhaps 
even be argued that the real Kennedy asms-
sins were the Warren Report critics ... But 
once emotional investments have been made, 
the logic of arguments had no unlimited 
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reign. And should need arise. some of these 
people. eternally grateful to their psycho-
ogial benefatcnr, will carry the remains of 
his sadly deceased "solution" not to its de.  

served grave but into the mausoleum of 
imaginary martyrdom. 

In the meantime, real disasters have struck 
Garrison's case. His claim of having de. 
ciphered the code of Ruby's telephone num-
ber in Oswald's notebook, and in Shaw's, 
turned out to be based on a misreading of 
the alleged code. Informed of this, Garri-
son, even while privately indicating aware,  
ness of error, did not forego contrary public 
claims. Then came the defection of William 
Gurvich, his chief investigator. Garrison's 
response lacked in integrity, the D.A. no 
longer acknowledging the defector's pre-
viously acknowledged position on his staff. 

A Scoop or a Trap? 
There are several criteria of judgment 

which Mr. Garrison cannot escape. He pub-
licly gave his word of honor; he most keep 
it or be compromised. Procrastination may 
not serve as escape from responsibility, and 
no district attorney may be allowed infinite 
rime CO substantiate 07 withdraw his charges. 
Mr. Garrison's trust account is exhausted, 
and no latitude may any longer apply on 
grounds that it would take propitious cir-
cumstances for him to share his "solution" 
with the public. Great as Mr. Garrison may 
emerge as a philosopher, analyst, conjec-
turer, or hypothesizes of the Kennedy assas-
sination, this could not substitute for the 
effective police investigator he had com-
mitted himself to be. It is time for Mr. Gar. 
7i5011 either 1.0 prove himself in this latter 
capacity or to disappear from public life as 
relatively gracefully as is possible for a punc-
tured windbag. 

Mr. Garrison's preoccupation with the 
Kennedy assassination coincides with what 
appears to have been an extensive campaign 
of an unidentified source to plant misleading 
"scoops" with many interested researchers 
and publications. Researcher after researcher 
was approached by mysterious characters. 
each claiming to have first-hand. or at least 
second-hand, information. Elaborate tales 
were told, in some instances by people with 
considerable mastery of impersonation and 
impressive acquaintace with the voluminous 
assassination evidence. Their eagerness to he 
"used." in dramatic press conferences, for 
instance, was only thinly veiled in a pre. 
tense of being in personal danger. This 
publication. as others that have been ex-
posed to these phony characters, concluded 
that they had been trained and delegated by 
some authority to trick the critics of the 
Warren Report into compromising them-
selves and their criticism. 

It is conceivable that Jim Garrison did 
fall into the trap which other people were 
smart enough to avoid. It is equally con-
ceivable that once publicly committed, he 
kept sinking into the trap ever deeper, be-
coming a case rather than solving one. But 
whether or not ouch is in fact the genesis of 
the Garrison investigation, more than Mr. 
Garrison's personal future depends on its 
°meanie. Having received more public notice 
than any other non-believer in Warren, Mr. 
Garrison, if finally compromised, may well 
take with him a great deal of the popular 
distrust of the solitary assassin theory. How-
ever unfounded such a reaction, it is none-
theless likely. Indeed, such precisely may 
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hove been the intent of whosoever got Gan 
roan iota these deep wetter In the brit place. 

But no single individual should he allowed 
to serve as a foolproof lightning rod for the 
Warren story tellen. However counter-pro. 
ductive his involver:near in the case, this 
does not add even one iota of evidence in 
floor of the Warren Report. That tale s 

discredited irrelevant of whether or not the 
Warren critics will ever produce pailive 
evidence an to what really happened in 
Dallas on November 22, lgUS. Whether pod. 
tire evidence will be produced does not 
inertly depend on the astutenen or comet. 
rims of the Warren critics. Nor don it de. 
pend exclusively on In potential 
It also depends on the effectiveness of the 
conspiracy to preclude disclosure. Other 
historic conspired= are known to have re-
mained effective for a period of four, four-
teen. or forty years. Some probably remained 
effective forever, for alto could allege dist 
every Last political num/nation in history 
has In the end been resolved? The fact that 
Jim Garrison may not base rewired this 
particular one, lean of all suggest,  that Earl 
Warren h.. The Warren theory is d#y 
credited by virtue of In awn presraniptiOnt 
inconsistenries, and fallacies. Even at wont. 
Garrison's investigation may merely turn 
out to be as compromised as Warren's in-
vestigation has been. 

Poetry 
for All Seasons 

Soviet poet Andrei Vonsesenrky publicly 
expressed bittern.' over the cancellation 
of his June tint to the United Senn by the 
Union of Soviet Writers. His is not the only 
visit cancelled. The others include those by 

Mc. inor„Voiramber, 	MOS .  On dap—Yellen.. 
Yeldushenho, in autfeenee—U.S. Semler, of De. 
fens Retort 5. McNamara. 

the Bolshoi Ballet and Opera companies. 
the Bunion Feuival of Music and Dance, the 
Moscow Circus, Soviet delegate, to the 27th 
International Chicntafuu Congress at Ann 
Arbor, Mich., and athletic teams, The Sovieu 
hare also barred some of their would-be 
American counter-visiton. 

Mr. Vornesensky's bitterness reminds us 
of that with which some American friends 
of the USSR reacted to our own criticism of 
friendly visit,  by Soviet cultural person-. 
alitito even while the host country kept in. 
creasing in Vietnamese masa murder. One 
Publication found our airier to have been 
"tragic" and an obstacle to that "ynity of 
all prognesnye fences" on which an "end to 
the barbarous war in Vietnam" depend*. A 
historian-tamed-poet published a "poem," 
in which he not only asked SFS. "In all the 
world your enemy/Me. Editor-r" but aloe 
answered that this editor it not so lonely 
after all. having "join (ed) that unholy 
chorus" of "Billy Hargis,  Edgar Hoover, H. 
L. Hunt." The poet-foramoment than de-
fined nor criticism of Yevurshenko'r U.S. 
Vint as a "stab in the back" of a "comrade 
whose face I. to the enemy." (Smiling and 
reciting?) 

Our critics have so completely committed 
themselves to the indispensability of Soviet 
cultural virtu that, U they have any integrity, 
they should now join Vornewoky In de 
nouacing those who have cancelled his and 
others' visit.. They should castigate them 
for having joined Billy Hargis and that if 
.. it is a safe guess, however. that they will 

do nothing of the sort. On the contrary. 
they will undoubtedly continue to praise the 
Soviet authorities even if for Marra. pre-
cisely opposite to the ones they invoked for 
past praise. In fact, no canner ho the pre-
ceding sentence been written than we en• 
countered another poem on the subject. 
This one was addressed not to ounelvm, but 
to Vonteremky. It admonishes the Runian 
to "stay home ..." 

A juxtaposition of a few lines from the 
two above mentioned poems I. interesting, 
became, although motivationally identical. 
the elapse of a Inv months between them 
accounts for directly contradictory admonish-
ments. 

Imo "Letter to a Certain Editor' 
by Oakley Johowin 

(Alen World Raohno, January 19137) 

The Ear Right patriots ... 
They say (of morsel) go home 
They wont Yestushenko kept Out 
They want a law 

They'd like. to drive him not 
And rust. Mr. Editor 
With di the bravura of your eloquence 

loin that unholy chorus? 
You ioln Billy Hargis, Edgar Rom., 

H. L Heal? 

Oh. I know 
You oraped burn a ConcentortIon Camp ... 

But once joining H. L Hunt has apparently 
become acceptable. this poem was published: 

From "Lett. to VoinewsnIty- 

by S. A. 
The lVnrbrr, Sept.]. I%7) 

The CJ.A_ loon mu. lia eye, warm you 
until you begin to melt and lose form. 
You art a pee, ewe you On not Imow the world. 

You are innocent. The United States will 
applaud rim, 

Ruth your cheenn--not with "shame" 
but with pride: 

they will make you feel Important la the glow 
that has just rooted the night—show you off 
before television; pick the softest maw 
for rout bed. sconnamdsre you with beautiful 
women . Stay home, my 
+whiny friend. you are no match for 

Madison Avenue ... 
It grieves ow to part thus hut, dens pact 
Imierenalty. In reading you 
1 smell the reek of Sweetens. 

With all this poetry at its hen around, 

sensitive cords in our awn soul have been 

mused; 

With everybody so very lyrical 

perhaps also I may be forgiven 

for succumbing to the Muse. 

By God, I too am et:infused 

as to who was good who cynical 

when urging "Stay home, refuse' 

said don't recite to McNamara, 

so they called me every bad name. 

Now you arc compared to Sverlana 
for wanting to come here to declaim: 

they demote, defame, insult you. Andrei, 

fat keeping yesterday's order today. 

You see SO right. Oh. poet Andrei. 

if virtue it was why isn't it today? 

But think hard and you'll comprehend 
that in your country, as in my own land, 

the people are there Merely to alloy 

olden only lender' need understand. 

And thus it turns our that we heat our 
critics to being right. Map, that in being 
right we were wrong: nod they turn out to 
have been wrong even If in M being they 
were right. Which is by no mean, the hot 
mix-up in Leans on the part of authors 
whose very last, and lean, ambition in to 
author what they are credited with author. 
Mg. But less ord./ions]. If still automatic, 
supporter of one polities! force or mother 
may try to realise the absurdity of litiMalintS 
in which they put themselves while retired 
from personal thought and conscience. 

Prevented front a ascend U.S. tour, Andrei 
l'asnewalRy accused the Union of Soviet Wri. 
ten 	 lack of decency and lies." 


